
HYGIENE STATION (BOOT/HAND WASHER SANITIZER)

The Boot washer is designed to provide quick hygiene and highly effective boot  
washings an sanitizing in the workplace. For convenience and efficiency, the  
Boot washer was created to clean both boots simultaneously. Compact and  
affordable, it is one of the most affordable and efficient boot scrubbing  
systems on the market it can be positioned at the entrance to a specific  
processing area or personnel entrance into a manufacturing facility

.



NON CONTACT HAND WASH STATION.



   SHOE WASHING / DRYING MACHINE.

The Machine is a combi of a washing machine which washes the shoes in a  
timber /rotary bath, with a recipe for add detergents and sanitizer and can  
be washed Hot or Cold, with a Plc controlled user friendly recipe. An add  
on to the washing machine is a drying chamber where the shoes are dried  
en mass, By utilization of a air blower coupled to an AHU, and a  moisture  
evacuation System. The machine gives you a large number of clean /dry,  
sanitizes and odor free  shoes.



VEGETABLE WASHING MACHINE. 

The machine does a through job of cleaning leafy and heavy vegetables and  
fruits.  There  is  considerable  saving  in  water,  electricity,  manpower,  and  
premium space in the kitchen Being a automatic machine labour fatigue and  
carelessness is avoided giving more productivity, with consistent results, over a  
longer period of time. Cost effective, as it requires less manpower, lower power  
consumption, less floor space. 

Guarantee  removal of  inspects , residual soil, dirt and grime, cleaning and  
sanitizing  if required with chemical or sanitizing  agents, for  removal of  
bacterial and pyroxenes. to dose acid in a product mix at a variable   dosage and on 
set parameter constant flow rate. With high pressure application for even cone spread  
configuration on the product surface, which makes it easy to mix/homogenize



ROTARY HIGH VOLUME  TRAY WASHING MACHINE. 

 Secondary  Bulk cleaning  rotary unit ,  this  unit cleans and washes  
and sanitizes  the  trays with , water , detergent, sanitizer and high 
speed drying ,  This machine is solely developed for the dedicated 
service of washing cleaning, and sanitize, To have clean, crates/ trays  
with a high degree of contamination free contact surface.  To attain  
long term shelf life, without cross contaminations. And clean and odor  
free crate/ trays. For dispatch and storage.

ROTARY TRAY SANITIZER

EGG TRAY SANITIZER
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      CRATE / TRAY WASHING MACHINE. (MUCK WASH.)

Linear  high impact water jet  tray washing , This machine is solely developed for the  
dedicated service of washing cleaning, and sanitize, To have clean, crates/ trays with  
a high degree of contamination free contact surface.  To attain long term shelf life,  
without cross contaminations. And clean and odor free crate/ trays. For dispatch and  
storage .

CRATE TRAY WASHING MACHINE

EGG TRAY WASHER
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5 STATION CRATE WASHING MACHINE.

This is a highly innovative crate washing machine, which cleans washes all the 10 sides of the 
crates, which cannot be achieved by conventional machines. The machine is designed to wash, 
clean sanitize and blow dry the crates on line along with a water recovery system which saves 
30% water, and recycles other utilities and resources, the machine has 5 sectors of washing 
(much wash, hot rinse, detergent wash,  final rinse, sanitizer , & blow drying. The machine is 
Plc controlled with user friendly recipe working. 

Machine can come with a add of crate brushing machine, which gives an excellent result for 
crates with sticky, oily and adhering residual soil. 

5 STATION LINEAR CRATE WASHER
400 CRATE P/H

CLIENT: FRIGORIFICO ALLANA LTD.

5WASH CRATE WASHING MACHINE
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TOP LOADING LOW VOLUME CRATE WASHING MACHINE.

A specific  crate  washing machine.  For  use in  the  Food processing Industry.  
Keeping the application in mind and also the constraints that normally exists at  
the site in the washing area.  We have developed washing stations which are  
manually  operated,  Low  volume  operation,  Semi  auto,  Automatic,  PLC  and  
Scada based system



CRATE BRUSHING MACHINE. 

This machine is an add on to the crate  washing machine, as it does the muck  
cleaning  and  removable  operation  ,  before  the  crates  are  sent  to  the  crate  
washing machine, resulting  pre cleaned crates and saves time and cleaning  
inputs on the crate washing machine, giving higher  production  and saving on  
utilities.   The  machine  consists  of  a  array  of  brushes,  a  speed  controlled  
conveyor, water and detergent sprays, high impact water jets. And long lasing  
rotary brushes, all housed in a stainless steel body. Machine comes in semi auto  
and fully automatic variants. 

CRATE BRUSHING UNIT

SIDE WALL BRUSHING ZONE END BRUSHING ZONE

CRATE BRUSHING UNIT
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KNIFE & BOARD STERILIZER.

Knives and chopping boards are washed with high pressure turbulent water 
flow, for a predetermined time cycle, there is a hot water rinse, a detergent 
rinse, and a sanitizing agent is added for the final rinse, the total cyclic working 
is based on the fact that the Hot water at elevated temperature   confirms to 
sterilization.



MIXING BATTERY

Designed for complete Mixing Unit and Hose Station for thoroughly blending hot  
and cold water in any desired proportion. Its rugged, stainless steel construction and  
simplicity of operation combine to make it  essential  equipment where wash down  
operations are a necessity.   The unit  is  complete in itself  with  built-in  hose rack,  
control valves, check valves, neoprene hose and water saver nozzle.



HOSE REEL.



WATER SAVER NOZZLE ( CLEANING GUN. ) 



MOBILE CIP TWIN TANK SYSTEM.

Mobile  CIP  Tanks  are  used  for  automatic  cleaning  of  various  equipment  such  as  
mixing  and  preparation  vessels  of  25  to  2500litres,  pipe  routes  in  between  the  
vessels, portable containers, equipment and machine. The single circuit CIP system  
will  be used to clean the Tanks filler  and its  interconnecting pipes and fittings to  
maintain hygiene and sanitary standards. The system will be operated through the  
Central Process Unit. 



HIGH PRESSURE MOBILE CLEANING STATION.

 To have a high pressure self sustaining cleaning equipment, which is mobile. To  
move to restricted and difficult areas of operation. Which would  deliver .Water,  
detergent, cleaning solutions, hot and cold, in a aseptic  and  hygienic Manner  
without  plumbing tangles, and knots, with a constant  pressure and flow rate to  
do the most difficult  cleaning job in  a methodical manner.  And deliver a clean 
and hygienic production area. 



DRUM WASHING MACHINE. 

Vertical  Drum Washing  units  are  used  for  automatic  cleaning  of  various  sizes  of  
drums, barrels, containments with an open lid which consist of varying residues which  
are found in almost the entire spectrum of the service industry.

                                                                          

 



  BARREL WASHING MACHINE. 

Barrel washing units are used for cleaning of various drums, barrels with small mouth  
opening in different industries. This machine is a semi automatic machine. In this  
machine the internal surface of the barrel is cleaned. 

            



POUCH DRYING. 

This is a cascade type air drying machine , the pouches  move on a down hill  
cascade  conveyor During the process both sides of the pouch are exposed to  
the air jet spray system , which dislodges the eater film and drop let , each turn  
of the flight path, exposes the sides of the pouches to various degree of  air jet  
spray  configuration, velocity and pressure, the end result a dry pouch, Machine  
is made of  SS  frame work and body  in semi auto and fully automatic  models,  
PLC  controlled.  With  variable  speed  drives  to  be  set  as  per  customer  
requirement. 



DRAIN.



CIP SYSTEM.

CIP Systems are used for automatic and documented cleaning of inner parts and  
surfaces of process equipment within the pharmaceutical, biotechnological, chemical  
and food industry.

By means of the operating panel, the setting for .each task/sequence in the  
washing process can adjusted such as:

Number of task/repetitions of tasks
Amount of liters (water, WFI)
Dosage of detergents (I and II)
Temperatures of the CIP-fluid
Washing pressure and Total time.



STEAMING IN  PLACE (SIP).

   Sterilization Process

The SIP-unit is wholly automated, but the sterilization process can be carried out  
manually as well. The sterilization process is controlled via the unit’s operating panel,  
i.e. the settings for each task/sequence in the washing process can be adjusted, such  
as :

          A mobile skid mounted unit,  with requisite  high pressure pump, a balance tank,  
A self retractable hose reel, with   high  pressure  steam hose with variable dia, A  
manual pressure operated water saver  nozzle. Controlled by a basic electrical control  
panel on board for user friendly operations. FLOW CONTROL INDUSTRIES designs and  
produces SIP tank units that use clean steam to sterilize inner parts and surfaces of  
process equipment within the pharmaceutical, biotechnological, chemical and food  
industry.



UTILITY MODULE ( AUTO MATED FLOW PLATE. )

Module is an integrated auto flow plate, which has the flexibility of quick, safe, non-
contaminated change over for different washing agents complicating piping, and can  
be  remote  controlled  or  PLC  programmed.  This  is  used  in  automated  cleaning 
systems.  It is an air operated, remote controlled device which provides a positive  
method of  isolating cleaning circuits  from systems carrying  product  .By operating  
FDV,  which  are  PLC  controlled.   In  addition  to  making  leakage  between  systems  
impossible, it greatly simplifies automated arrangements and reduces the number of  
valves  required.   It  also  can  be  electrically  interlocked  by  micro-switches  to  a  
completely safeguarded program. 



CONVEYOR CLEANER AND SANITIZER.

This is combi equipment consisting of a high pressure pump coupled to a dosing unit.  
A solid cone high impact jet spray washes the conveyor in motion the second spray  
array sanitizes the conveyor as it moves, both operations run simultaneously. A very  
effective way of bacterial control and controlled hygiene system. Consists of a high  
pressure pump. Dosing unit, special p0urpose spray nozzles.

CONVEYOR

DOSING
SYSTEM

SPRAY
SYSTEM

CONVEYOR CLEANING /SANITIZING SYSTEM
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PRODUCT RECOVERY SYSTEM.

Tube damage, quick, straight forward, absolutely reliable cost effective. These are the  
essential when different products are made in batches using the same piping. The  
same piping needs to be purged and thoroughly cleaned prior to commencing  new 
batch.  The purging the piping free of previous batch product, the pigging system is  
ideal to purge the piping, which in turn reduces the generation of effluent in the  
cleaning process.   When the compressed air is introduced at the back of the pig at  
the starting point of the path of traverse it exerts a force on the pig. The pig  
undergoes expansion under the compressive force and thereby seals  the entire  
periphery of the wall of the pipe internally.  This force is a motivation for the pig to  
traverse 



IN-LINE FILTER (DUPLEX CHANGE OVER SYSTEM.)

THE in line strainer is so designed  that it arrest all un wanted particles over a  pre set  
sieve Size, the straining / course filtration is done on a out to in  principle , so that a  
larger Filtration Area is achieved  and also helps in the  unclogging and sanitization  
process , via back flushing, With  no need to open up the housing, 



PURIFIED  WATER SYSTEM.

Our consistency can be gauged from the fact that not only are we associated is setting up some of  
the best, state of the art pharmaceutical plants in the country (list enclosed herewith for your kind  
perusal) we have also received repeat orders not only in India but also from abroad which incidentally  
have been trial blazers in the Pharmaceutical industry. 

One of our key strengths is our state –of-the art machinery supported by qualified and dedicated  
engineering staff and trained teams on sites who are very well conversant with the Pharmaceutical  
Technology which ensures approvals by the USFDA, WHO, MCA,MCC, TGA . 

High Purity Water System (Pre treatment)

HPWS (pre)-001               :       Alum Dosing / Chlorine Dosing / Sand Filter Cartridge 
Filter

                                       Softening Plant / NaOH Dosing / Sodium Bisulphate 

         ACF / UV,   Pre – Treatment

    HPWS (pre)- 002          :        DM Plant / Caution / Anion / Mixed Bed Reverse Osmosis
                                     Purified Water/Ultra filtration  / 

generation 

High Purity Water

     HPW-001             :       On line Filtration system High Purity Water DM / R. O / ED
 

     HPW-002             :        Documentation conforming to
                     Pharma Standard relating to DQ,, IQ,, OQ,, PQ                    

 

     HPW-003            :        Sanitary / GMP Point of use heat Exchangers                    
     HPW-004           :       PLC / SCADA / CIC / pH / TIC / Lever strumentation for   
                                                     Controller / Flow Transmitter / the water system  Pressure 
Transmitter 

                 Velocity meter / Control Panel

     HPW-005        :      Design / Selection, Insulation Commissioning of             
a) R.O.System,  B) EDI SYSTEM,  C)  Ultra filtration.                          

Distribution Loop

     DL-001        :     Tanks / Pumps / Sanitary/  Close Loop (GMP) Valve / Diaphragm /  
Water Dist.    



               Flow Divisional Valve / System GMP Loop Valve / UV / Sampling 
valve/heat exchanger

     DL-002        :         Vacuum Break / Vent / Pre / Filter Housing Sterile / Absolute 
     DL-003       :      Pipes in SS 304 / 316 / 316L ERW /Plumbing Semi welded /  

Seamless /
                Electro polished / Buffed Certification / Documented

      DL-004      :    Flush Bottom / Flow Diversional / Sanitary Valves 
                Zero Dead Leg / Sampling / Pressure Relief

Sanitary Joints

      SJ-001           :  Triclover /IDF / SMS / DIN/ Sanitary Joints /  
                         Bends / Tees / Pipe Holder/ Fitting Adaptor 

                        ORBITAL WELDING / ARGON  WELDING

                                                With Certification and Documentation.

Control Industries



DELTA LANCE   (CLEANING  /WASHING DIVICE.)

Delta Lance is a simply yet highly effective device for the internal washing  
of process and storage tanks. A Delta lance powered by the cleaning fluid  
generates a dense spray to clean every part of the vessels. No lubrication is  
necessary which prevents any risk of oil or grease contamination to the product  
making the delta lance ideally suited to hygiene sensitive applications. All Delta  
Lance are widely accepted for application in the food, beverage,  
pharmaceutical and chemicals and detergents in frequently hostile  
environments and temperatures. 



SPRAY BALL (CLEANING DEVICES.)

Flow Control Industries spray balls are the main components for cleaning tanks and  
vessels.  We supply a variety of sizes, flow rates and configurations for a broad scope  
of cleaning jobs. Flow Control Industries spray balls have been developed in close co-
operation with customers for particular applications so that efficient operation in  
production plants is guaranteed. Application for law pressure internal cleaning of  
Vessels Tanks Containers of all kinds, cleaning is achieved by intensive wetting and  
rinsing of the tank wall.  By dosing appropriate detergents, the cleaning effects can be  
enhanced and the cleaning times reduced.



PENDENTS (SERVICE SHAFTS.)

The Pendent is designed to take mainly Electrical, Water, Steam and gases housed in 
four segments of the Pendent, isolated and independent of each other.  To maintain 
the sterile parameter of a given area where, this Pendent is installed, the Pendent is 
sealed on the outer diameter between the service floor and false ceiling.  The 
internals are sealed at the top end after all services are installed by means of rubber 
packing and silicon sealant.  The bottom end is also sealed in a similar manner.  This 
prevents cross contamination.  The Pendent is so designed, that the bell end can be 
easily lifted for maintenance purpose as and when required, giving easy access to the 
internals.



DOSING UNITS.

 To dose acid in a product mix at a variable   dosage and on set parameter constant  
flow rate. With high pressure application for even cone spread configuration on the  
product surface, which makes it easy to mix/homogenize. 

DOSING UNIT
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